All-to-all personalized communication, or complete exchange, is at the heart of numerous applications in parallel computing. Several complete exchange algorithms have been proposed in the literature for wormhole meshes. However, these algorithms, when applied to tori, can not take advantage of wrap-around interconnections to implement complete exchange with reduced latency. In this paper, a new diagonal-propagation approach is proposed to develop a set of complete exchange algorithms for 2D and 3D tori. This approach exploits the symmetric interconnections of tori and allows to develop a communication schedule consisting of several contention-free phases. These algorithms are indirect in nature and they use message combining to reduce the number of phases (message start-ups). It is shown that these algorithms e ectively use the bisection bandwidth of a torus which is twice that for an equal sized mesh, to achieve complete exchange in time which is almost half of the best known complete exchange time on an equal sized mesh. The e ectiveness of these algorithms are veri ed through simulation studies for varying system and technological parameters. It is also demonstrated that synchronous implementations of these algorithms (by introducing barriers between phases) lead to reduced latency for complete exchange with large messages, while the asynchronous ones are better for smaller messages.
Introduction
The mesh and torus networks have been recognized as powerful interconnection networks for massively parallel computing. Mesh/torus-like low-dimensional networks have received a lot of attention recently for their better scalability to larger networks, as opposed to more complex networks such as hypercubes 1]. Examples of machines with such topologies include the MasPar MP- 1 13] , Intel allows us to develop communication schedule with minimum number of contention-free phases while utilizing maximum bisection bandwidth in every phase. These algorithms are based on the indirect model and only make minimal assumptions about the routers | a node only sends and receives at most one message at a time (i.e. one-port model is used and a message only proceeds along a single dimension at a time. Single-port router architecture is common in current generation systems. Hence, the result can be immediately used by modern parallel machines. Recently, some complete exchange algorithms have been proposed for multidimensional tori. However, these either use a direct model 10, 21] or use a multi-port store-and-forward model 8] .
We compare, using simulations, the performance of our indirect complete exchange algorithm for tori with the performance of the direct complete exchange algorithm for tori in 10] . As can be expected, our indirect algorithm performs better than the direct algorithm when the messages are of reasonable length or the setup cost is high compared to the link transmission time. However, due to the absence of any other known indirect complete exchange algorithm for tori, we compare the performance of our schemes with the performance on tori of indirect complete exchange algorithms designed for meshes 2, 9, 19] . Our algorithm only uses about half of the transmission time and half of the startup time, as opposed to the best-known mesh algorithm 9, 19] . Thus, with the same network and system parameters (such as channel bandwidth and startup overhead, etc.), complete exchange can be done faster, by a factor of two, in a torus network than in a mesh network. This advantage is due to the larger bisection bandwidth of a torus as compared to a mesh of same size and the capability of our algorithm to use this larger bisection bandwidth e ectively. Simulation results corresponding to varying system size, topology, message length, communication start-up overhead, etc. testify to this advantage.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the wormhole-routed machine architecture considered in this paper. In Section 3 we present some design guidelines for our complete exchange algorithms. In Section 4 we describe our scheme for 2D tori. The generalization of this algorithm to 3D tori is described in Section 5. We present the simulation results in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Complete Exchange on Wormhole-Routed Torus
Multicomputers with direct networks supporting wormhole routing have become a popular trend in building large parallel systems. Most commonly used direct network topologies are meshes/tori. Figure 1 shows a two dimensional 4 4 torus system. Each node in the system comprises of a router and a processor. The routers are connected in a 4 4 con guration with each link being a bidirectional channel. Each processor is connected to its router through a set of injection and consumption channels 15] . The injection (consumption) channels are used to inject (consume) messages to (from) the network. In this paper, we assume the one-port node architecture, i.e. each node is equipped with only one injection and one consumption channel. In our complete exchange algorithms, a message proceeds only along one dimension at a time. Hence a torus using the popular dimension-ordered routing is su cient for implementing our algorithms. In wormhole-routed networks, a packet is partitioned into a sequence of its, which are sent in a worm-like (or pipelined) manner. In the absence of contention, the communication latency for such networks is proportional to an additive factor of the message length and routing distance. In contrast to this, the communication latency in a store-and-forward network is proportional to a multiplicative factor of the message length and routing distance. Hence, wormhole routing is known to be quite insensitive to routing distance in the absence of contention. For a message of size m bytes, the communication time can be modeled as t s + mt x , where t s is the message startup time and t x is the time required to transmit a byte across a channel. z In complete exchange, each of the P processors in the system has an equal-sized but di erent messages to be delivered to each of the remaining P ?1 processors. In this paper, complete exchange is achieved by a sequence of phases, where a phase consists of a subset of nodes communicating in a contention-free manner. On parallel machines such as CM- 5 12] and Cray T3D 4, 16] which provide a dedicated network x for barrier synchronization, these phases can be executed in a lockz Note that this ignores the router overhead and routing distance. A more accurate formula would be ts + (m ?
1)(tsw +tx)+h(t node +tx), where h is the number of links traversed by the header it and t node (tsw) is the time taken by a router to process a header (non-header) it. In the simulator used to study the performance of our algorithm, this formula is used. However for simplicity, we use ts + mtx in our analytical model. x CM-5 calls the network as control network where synchronization and other operations are done, whereas Cray T3D only has a synchronization network. step manner, one after another. However on machines which do not provide such mechanism, either phases could be separated by software barriers or they could be executed asynchronously. We have evaluated our scheme without barriers and with barriers of di erent cost. These results are discussed in Section 6.
We now develop some lower bounds for solving the complete exchange problem. In an N N The other lower bound in due to the one-port assumption.
The bound for startup time is from the necessity for one node to distribute its messages to the rest of the network.
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A complete exchange algorithm is called -bandwidth-optimal if its transmission time is within a constant, , factor of the optimal transmission time. Note that a -bandwidth-optimal completeexchange algorithm on a mesh would be 2 -bandwidth-optimal on an equal-size torus.
{ Indirect complete exchange algorithms are those which require less than P ? 1 startups on a system of size P. Table 1 summarizes the relative transmission costs (in terms of ) and startup costs of our Diagonal Propagation scheme and some indirect complete exchange algorithms which were primarily designed for meshes. The comparison is made for only 2D N N systems, since most of the mesh algorithms have been proposed for only 2D systems. It can be observed that diagonal propagation scheme is more bandwidth-optimal compared to other schemes.
Diagonal Propagation Algorithms: An Overview
In this section, we give an overview of our complete exchange algorithms. We rst highlight some design guidelines through an example on a 1D ring. We then extend these ideas to a 2D, 2 n 2 n , torus. A straightforward extension of this algorithm to a 3D torus is then discussed. However, this requires the 3D torus to be of size (6 2 n ) (6 2 n ) (6 2 n ). We then show how these ideas can be extended to a 2 n 2 n 2 n torus. Detailed algorithms for 2D and 3D tori are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Fig. 2(a) illustrates how complete exchange can be performed on a ring of eight nodes. We ignore the issue of communication contention for the time being. Each node uses the well-known recursivedoubling technique and distributes its messages in three steps. In the rst step, each node x sends its messages for nodes x+4; x+5; x+6, and x+7 to node x+4 (here we use modulo-8 arithmetics). In the second step, each node x sends its messages as well as those received in step one for nodes x + 2 and x + 3 to node x + 2. Finally, each node x sends its message as well as those received in previous two steps for node x + 1 to node x + 1.
Message Propagation in 1D Tori
Ignoring the stride distance for the time being, let us concentrate on the direction of the message propagation. We can denote the three message propagation steps in Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(a) . In fact, we can also mix H In In our algorithm, each node will keep an array of messages. The way that messages are arranged in the array will depend on how messages are propagated. Sometimes we even need a message rearrangement step to \unify" two message arrays that result from di erent ways of propagation. This is an issue which will be further pursued in Section 4.
Extension to 2D Tori
In a 2 n 2 n torus, we have two more message propagations, V + and V ? , where V stands for \vertical." A naive extension to achieve complete exchange on a 2D torus is to alternately use H + and V + as follows: an H + with a stride distance of 2 n?1 , followed by a V + with a stride distance of 2 n?1 , followed by an H + with a stride distance of 2 n?2 , followed by a V + with a stride distance of 2 n?2 , . . . , followed by an H + with a stride distance of 1, and nally, a V + with a stride distance of 1. Fig. 3(a) depicts the rst two steps. As one can see, several messages simultaneously try to use the same links resulting in severe link contention. On wormhole routed systems, link contention should be avoided to retain the advantages of wormhole routing.
In ) at a time. Therefore, the steps in Fig. 3(a) can be transformed into equivalent ones in Fig. 3(b) . Now communications for groups 0 and 2 are contention-free, but contention still exists for groups 1 and 3 due to nodes located at the same column performing V + or V ? . To completely eliminate the link contention, we introduce grouping along the main diagonal or These steps are not contention-free. Messages over some wrap-around links are not shown for clarity.
the main diagonal after shifting horizontally or vertically. Observe that no two nodes in a diagonal are located in the same row/column. Fig. 4(a) , respectively. It is not di cult to see that these two phases are equivalent to those in Fig. 3(a) . Furthermore, each phase is contention-free. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) illustrates the two communication phases and the \orientations" of these communications. 
(1)
(b) We compare the message propagation steps in the naive solution and our diagonal scheme in Table 2 . In step 1, two phases will be executed for each stride distance.
Step 2 is to rearrange the messages to \unify" the orientation, so the data arrangement would look as if all groups had performed H + V + in step 1. In steps 3 and 4, where the stride distances are down to 2 and 1, we have to combine the four groups into two groups (G 0 + G 2 and G 1 + G 3 ) and one group (G 0 + G 1 + G 2 + G 3 ), respectively, in order to adapt to the smaller stride distances. More details will be given in Section 4. It is also possible to adjust Table 2 to obtain a new communication schedule. For instance, in the second phase of step 1, we can exchange the H ? of G 1 and H + of G 3 . With this variation, only groups G 2 and G 3 need to perform message rearrangement after step 1. Although simpler to implement, this variation has same time complexity as the previous scheme and thus we will develop our algorithm based on , and Z ? , where Z stands for the third axis. To e ectively utilize these channels, we need to divide nodes in the torus into six groups using diagonal planes (which is a direct extension from diagonal lines). A torus of size (6 2 n ) (6 2 n ) (6 2 n ) can be readily divided into six groups. Table 3 summarizes a working guideline for such tori. Note that in each step (except step 2) each group communicates along H, V, and Z exactly once, regardless of their order and direction (\+" or \?"). In step 2, a message rearrangement is still needed to transform the orientation of data arrays in G 3 ; G 4 , and G 5 to one conforming to that of G 0 ; G 1 , and G 2 .
To extend our diagonal scheme to a 2 n 2 n 2 n torus, we divide nodes into more than six , and the odd-numbered groups H ? V ? Z ? . Therefore, only odd-numbered groups need to perform the data rearrangement step, and the rearrangement rule is the same for all of them.
Diagonal Propagation Scheme for 2D Tori
In this section, we describe our complete exchange algorithm for a 2D N N; N = 2 n ; torus.
De nitions
We begin with de nitions of node groupings, array slicing operators, and communication operators which are later used to describe our complete exchange algorithm. 
Communication Operators
Let P and P 0 be two nodes di ering in either x or y component. Then, sending a message from P to P 0 along that dimension is denoted as a path P d ! P 0 , where d 2 f+; ?g. If d =\+" (\?"), the routing will proceed in the positive (negative) direction of that dimension. We further generalize this notation and de ne a set of paths between two horizontal-wise diagonals:
j m] j m = 0::N ? 1g:
The notation V (2) i d ! V (2) j is similarly de ned. Next we de ne two communication operators, H and V, corresponding to the notations, H and V , as introduced in Section 3.
De nition 1 Let m be any integer, be any integer that divides N, and d 2 f+; ?g. De with the exception that in each P x;y d ! P x;y+ , a v (2) -slicing is performed. Below we give an example of using the above operators. It also shows conceptually how complete exchange can be done.
Example 1 Suppose each node P i;j keeps an array M i;j 0 : N ?1; 0 : N ?1], where M i;j x; y] stores the message for P i+x;j+y , x; y = 0::N ? 1. Using the operator H (with appropriate parameters), P i;j can send the sub-array M i;j N=2 : N ? 1; 0 : N ? 1] to P i+N=2;j . Then using operator V, P i;j and P i+N=2;j may concurrently send sub-arrays M i;j 0 : N=2 ? 1; N=2 : N ? 1] and M i;j N=2 : N ?1; N=2 : N ?1] to P i;j+N=2 and P i+N=2;j+N=2 , respectively. After these, we can regard the torus as being partitioned into four quadrants, and each of P i;j , P i+N=2;j , P i;j+N=2 , and P i+N=2;j+N=2 as a source node in one of the quadrants to help distributing P i;j 's messages recursively.
The Algorithm: Diagonal Propagation 2D
Recall that each P i;j will keep an array M i;j of messages. Initially, the message in M i;j a; b] is destined for a node denoted as dest(M i;j a; b]) (note that dest() is not a function on M i;j a; b]). We : (6) Nodes in di erent groups follow di erent rules of message arrangement. The arrangement is to facilitate using our communication operators.
As outlined in Table 2 , the routing algorithm Diagonal Propagation 2D() consists of four steps.
In step 1, nodes communicate with other nodes that are k = 2 k hops away, where k = n ? 1; n ? 2; :::; 2.
Step 2 performs some data rearrangement. Steps 3 and 4 are in fact special cases of step 1, except that nodes communicate with other nodes that are 1 and 0 hops away, respectively. Step 1 of this algorithm can be formally presented as follows:
Step 1: / stride distance = k , k = n ? 1; n ? 2; :::; 2. / for k = n ? 1 downto 2 do for m = 0 to k ? 1 step 4 do
Perform the following two phases:
(i) the union of H (2) (m; k ; +); V (2) (m + 1; ? k ; +); H (2) (m + 2; ? k ; ?), and V (2) (m + 3; k ; ?), (ii) the union of V (2) (m; ? k ; +); H (2) (m + 1; ? k ; ?); V (2) (m + 2; k ; ?), and H (2) (m + 3; k ; +); end for; end for;
This step implements the step 1 in Table 2 . The loop index k controls the stride distance of communications. For each value of k, there are k 2 phases, and each node will be scheduled to send and receive two messages in two of these phases. In this step, a node always communicates with other nodes in the same group to which the node also belongs. Depending on a node's group membership, we have the following four cases. A node in G (2) 0 will send and receive one message due to the H (2) (m; k ; +) operation in (i), and will send and receive another message due to V (2) (m; ? k ; +) operation in (ii). Similarly, a node in G (2) 1 will send (receive) one message due to V (2) (m+1; ? k ; +) operation in (i) and another due to H (2) (m + 1; ? k ; ?) operation in (ii); etc. For instance, in an destined 
Proof. We only prove the case of P i+x k ;j+y k 2 G by induction on k. The proof of other cases would be similar. When k = n, Eq. (7) is clearly true. Suppose Eq. (7) is true for some k. 
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Step 2: For all a; b, and P i;j 6 2 G 
This step is to rearrange the array contents of nodes in G
1 ; G
2 , and G
3 , to a format conforming to those of nodes in G (2) 0 . Intuitively, after this step, for any M i;j , the sub-array M i;j x 2 : x 2 +3; y 2 : y 2 +3] contains the messages from P i+x 2 ;j+y 2 for the set of nodes P i+r;j+s such that 0 r; s < 2 . The following lemma can be proved by directly changing variables in Eq. 
for any a = u + x 2 and b = v + y 2 , where u; v; x; y are unique integers such that 0 u; v < 2 and 0 x; y < N 2 , and i 0 = i + x 2 and j 0 = j + y 2 .
Step 3: Perform the following two phases: (i) the union of H (2) (0; 1 ; +) and V (2) (1; ? 1 ; +), and (ii) the union of V (2) (0; ? 1 ; +) and H (2) (1; 1 ; +);
Step 4: Perform the following two phases: (i) H (2) (0; 0 ; +), and (ii) V (2) (0; ? 0 ; +);
The communications performed in steps 3 and 4 are similar to step 1. However, the stride distances are 2 and 1, respectively. To continue our example in Fig. 6 , step 3 will generate phase 3 (H (2) (0; 2; +); V (2) (1; ?2; +)) and phase 4 (V (2) (0; ?2; +); H (2) (1; 2; +)); and step 4 will generate phase 5 (H (2) (0; 1; +)) and phase 6 (V (2) (0; ?1; +)).
Similar to Lemma 2, we obtain the following result: Theorem 1 Algorithm Diagonal Propagation 2D() successfully performs complete exchange and after the execution the resulting M i;j a; b] contains the message destined for P i;j from node P i+a;j+b , i.e., 
Diagonal Propagation Scheme for 3D Tori
In this section we consider complete exchange in a 3D torus. The size of the torus is assumed to be N N N, where N = 2 n . The extension to N = 6 2 n is similar and thus we leave it to the reader. The notations and operators used in this section are summarized in Table 5 .
De nitions

Node Grouping
We denote the nodes in the 3D torus as P i;j;l , where 0 i; j; l < N, and P i;j;l is connected to P i 1;j;l ; P i;j 1;l ; P i;j;l 1 . We partition the nodes into eight groups, namely G
0 ; :::; G
7 , such that a node P i;j;l 2 G k i (i ? j ? l) mod 8 = k. Similar to the 2D scheme, we de ne H (3) i , the i-th i (V (3) i , Z
i )
The The message array kept by node P i;j;l . h (3) -slicing (v Note that H i , V i , and Z i have the same set of nodes, but in di erent orders.
Array Slicing Operators
At the beginning of complete exchange, each node P x;y;z holds an array M 
Communication Operators
Let P and P 0 be two nodes di ering only in one of x, y, and z components. Then, the communication between nodes in two diagonal planes is de ned as H (3) : (12) As outlined in Table 3 , The routing algorithm Diagonal Propagation 3D() consists of ve steps.
In step 1, nodes communicate with other nodes that are k = 2 k hops away, where k = n ? 1; n ? 2; :::; 3.
Step 2 further brings down the hop distance down to 2 .
Step 3 performs some data rearrangement. In steps 4 and 5, the stride distances become 1 and 0 , respectively. Step 1 can be formally presented as follows:
Step 1: / stride distance = k , k = n ? 1; n ? 2; :::; 3. / for k = n ? 1 downto 3 do for m = 0 to k ? 1 step 8 do
Perform the following four phases:
(i) the union of H (3) (m; k ; +); V (3) (m + 1; k ; ?); Z (3) (m + 2; ? k ; +); H (3) (m + 3; ? k ; ?); V (3) (m + 4; ? k ; +); Z (3) (m + 5; k ; ?);
(ii) the union of H (3) (m + 2; k ; +); V (3) (m + 3; k ; ?); Z (3) (m + 4; ? k ; +); H (3) (m + 5; ? k ; ?); V (3) (m + 6; ? k ; +); Z (3) (m + 7; k ; ?); (iii) the union of H (3) (m + 4; k ; +); V (3) (m + 5; k ; ?); Z (3) (m + 6; ? k ; +); H (3) (m + 7; ? k ; ?); V (3) (m; ? k ; +); Z (3) (m + 1; k ; ?); (iv) the union of H (3) (m + 6; k ; +); V (3) (m + 7; k ; ?); Z (3) (m; ? k ; +); H (3) (m + 1; ? k ; ?); V (3) (m + 2; ? k ; +); Z (3) (m + 3; k ; ?); end for; end for;
In the above step, the outer loop controls the stride distance, k . The inner loop will be executed k 8 times, in each of which there are four phases to be executed. The reader is referred to step 1 of Table 4 Step 2: Perform the following three phases:
(i) the union of H (3) (0; 2 ; +), H
(1; ? 2 ; ?), V Again, the reader is referred to step 2 of Table 4 for these three phases. Similar to the 2D case, we denote the state of M i;j;l after the outer iterations with index k = n ? 1; n ? 2; :::; 2 by M <k> i;j;l .
The initial value of M i;j;l is denoted by M <n> i;j;l . After steps 1 and 2, for any P i;j;l 2 G (3) 0 and any 0 x; y; z < N= k , the sub-array M <k> i;j;l x k : (x+1) k ?1; y k : (y+1) k ?1; z k : (z+1) k ?1] contains the messages from P i+x k ;j+y k ;l+z k destined for the set of nodes fP i+r;j+s;l+t j0 r; s; t < k g. For any P i;j;l 2 G (3) 1 , the sub-array M <k> i;j;l x k : (x + 1) k ? 1; y k : (y + 1) k ? 1; z k : (z + 1) k ? 1] contains the messages from P i?x k ;j+y k ;l+z k destined for fP i+3?r;j+3?s;l+3?t j0 r; s; t < k g. This result is precisely described by the following lemma. 
Proof. We only prove the case of P i+x k ;j+y k ;l+z k 2 G proving the equation. The remaining six cases can be proved similarly.
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Step 3: For all a; b; c, and P i;j;l 2 G
3 ; G 
This step rearranges the arrays M i;j;k in odd-numbered groups to a format conforming to those in even-numbered groups. After this step, for any M i;j;l , the sub-array M i;j;l x 2 : x 2 + 3; y 2 : y 2 + 3; z 2 : z 2 + 3] contains the messages from P i+x 2 ;j+y 2 ;l+z 2 for the set of nodes P i+r;j+s;l+t such that 0 r; s; t < 2 . The following lemma can be proved by directly changing variables in Eq. (13). 
3 ; G
5 ; or G
; (15) for any a = u + x 2 , b = v + y 2 , and c = w + z 2 , where u; v; w; x; y; z are unique integers such that 0 u; v; w < 2 and 0 x; y; z < N 2 .
The following two steps directly implement the last two steps in Table 4 .
Step 4: Perform the following three phases:
(0; 1 ; +) and V (3) (1; ? 1 ; +); (ii) V (3) (0; ? 1 ; +) and Z (3) (1; ? 1 ; +); (iii) Z (3) (0; ? 1 ; +) and H (3) (1; 1 ; +);
Step 5: Perform the following three phases:
(i) H Table 6 : Number of communication phases in 3D/2D tori ( : special (small tori) cases in our schemes). Phases in 3D  torus  torus   N=2 + 2  N=2 + 5   4  2x2  2  8  2x2x2  3  16  4x4  4  64  8x8  4x4x4  6  6  256  16x16  10  512  8x8x8  9  1024  32x32  18  4096  64x64 16x16x16  34  13 performs it-level simulation of wormhole-routing. Simulation runs were performed to study:
# of nodes NxN NxNxN Phases in 2D
1. Performance behavior of Diagonal Propagation algorithms as compared to that of direct method 10] and that of the binary exchange algorithm 2] on same size tori. These implementations are referred to as DPEx, Direct, and BinEx, respectively. We chose the binary exchange algorithm since it can be easily extended to the 3D case (originally, binary exchange algorithm was proposed for only 2D meshes). For 3D cases we considered only DPEx and BinEx algorithms because the direct algorithm presented in 10] is for 2D cases only.
2. The e ect of barrier synchronization between communication phases. We implemented two versions for both the complete exchange algorithms: synchronous and asynchronous. In the synchronous version, the communication phases were separated by a barrier synchronization step, where as in asynchronous version no barrier synchronization is performed between the phases.
3. The impact of message length (m), message startup time (t s ), system size, and processormemory bus bandwidth (t r ) on the performance of the complete exchange algorithms.
In all the simulations, we used the following settings for the system and communication parameters. These values are representative of current generation wormhole-routed systems. 9 shows the performance comparison between the synchronous version of the Diagonal Propagation() algorithm and binary exchange algorithm on various 2D and 3D tori. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show the performance on 2D tori for message size of 8 and 256, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) (Fig. 9(b) ). It can also be seen that the in uence of t s on direct method is larger than on indirect method: with t s = 20 s, direct method is among the worst ones. For systems smaller than 2 2 and 4 4 4, DPEx performs the same as BinEx because both schemes cannot fully utilize the communication channels. However, in bigger systems DPEx outperforms BinEx. For instance, on a 32 32 system, DPEx is about twice as fast as BinEx (Fig. 9(a) ).
E ect of Message Length
The e ect of message length on the performance of these algorithms on a xed size torus is shown in Fig. 10 . The start-up cost of direct method is much higher than that of indirect methods ( Fig. 10(a) ). However, the marginal cost on message size of direct method is smaller than that of indirect methods because memory copy operation is needed in indirect methods. As the message length grows, the propagation time becomes an increasingly signi cant component of the total nish time. Thus, Direct method outperforms the indirect schemes for larger message size. Since DPEx uses less bandwidth than BinEx, with the increase in the message size the performance of DPEx relative to that of BinEx should improve on a xed size system. This is clearly shown in the plots for a 16 16 torus ( Fig. 10(a) ) and an 8 8 8 torus (Fig. 10(b) ).
6.3 E ect of Barrier Synchronization BinEx, t_s=20 BinEx, t_s=1 DPEx, t_s=20 DPEx, t_s=1 and about 7 bytes for t s = 1 s (Fig. 11(a) and 11(b) ), the synchronized version has a better performance. This is because the asynchronous version su ers from link congestion in these cases. However, if we enlarge the left portion of the gures (Fig. 11(c) and 11(d) ), we see that asynchronous version runs faster for very small message length because of the overlapping of message exchange time and memory rearrangement time in each phase. DPEx, async, t_r=0.0050 DPEx, async, t_r=0.0025 DPEx, sync, t_bar=10, t_r=0.0050 DPEx, sync, t_bar=10, t_r=0.0025 Figure 13 : Impact of processor-memory bus bandwidth on DPEx algorithms on 16x16 torus with t s =20 s.
E ect of Processor-Memory Bus Bandwidth
Processor-memory bus bandwidth is another crucial factor which a ects the performance of indirect complete exchange algorithms, because these algorithms perform data arrangement in the intermediate nodes. We evaluated the DPEx algorithm with two di erent processor-memory bus bandwidth: 200Mbytes/sec (t r = 0:0050 s) and 400Mbytes/sec (t r = 0:0025 s). We also studied the impact of this bandwidth for both synchronized and asynchronous implementations. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 13 . It is somewhat surprising to see that with asynchronous version and large message sizes, higher bus bandwidth results in longer completion time! This is because the increased contention in asynchronous model outgrows the gain from memory copy time. However, higher bus bandwidth does help in the synchronous model.
Finally, we compared all three algorithms for di erent system sizes under higher processormemory bus bandwidth. The results are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be observed that higher memory bandwidth helps indirect methods (about 10%). For larger system size DPEx outperforms BinEx considerably (more than a factor of two). This indicates that the DPEx algorithm can be e ectively used in future generation systems with higher processor-memory bus bandwidth. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented complete exchange algorithms for 2D and 3D tori using a new Diagonal-Propagation approach. These algorithms take full advantage of the wrap-around links and symmetric node con guration of the torus to achieve complete exchange in bandwidth-optimal manner. These algorithms are designed for wormhole-routed systems. However, they can also be used for circuit-switched and virtual cut-through routed machines. We have studied the impact of various system and technological parameters on the performance of these complete exchange algorithms. These results indicate that the new algorithms can reduce complete exchange latency up to a factor of two. We have also investigated synchronous and asynchronous implementations of these algorithms. The study indicates that synchronous implementation is bene cial for complete exchange with a larger message length. The design guidelines provided in this paper can be used to generalize these algorithms to tori of higher dimensions or non power-of-two sizes. But it is still open to develop a good message arrangement rule for the non power-of-two cases. Another future research direction is to consider tori that are non-square. The di culty in our approach to deal with such cases is that there is no good de nition of \diagonal" in a non-square torus.
